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1. Introduction
Your company could use the AppXite Commerce Platform to market and sell various software products.
Currently, AppXite Commerce Platform works in two set-ups:
1. With Tier-1 Resellers (Direct Resellers) – existing set-up where the Vendor invoices the Resellers
directly for all purchases done by their End Customers (EC). In this set-up, Your company collects
only the service fee from its Resellers for the use of AppXite Commerce Platform
2. With Tier-2 Resellers (Indirect Resellers) – a new set-up, currently being implemented, in which
Your company takes on a role of a Distributor. This means that the Vendor would invoice Your
company and Your company would further invoice its Resellers for all EC product consumption
In addition to the existing two scenarios, it is possible that Your company will get involved in new
models of operations with the vendors, resellers and customers. Your company will provide white
labeling services to resellers. This entails preparation and electronic dispatch of invoices to end
customers on behalf of resellers. These invoices will have custom layout including reseller’s name,
address, bank details, tax registration number, etc. to appear as if they are coming from the reseller.
Your company may also offer other A/R services such as receiving payments from end customers on
behalf of the Reseller, sending out overdue invoice reminders and applying overdue interests to
resellers end customers.
This document provides a high-level overview of the solution describing the flow of data between the
involved components (section 2). It also outlines possible deployment scenarios (section 3) as well as
available documentation (section 4).
Custom objects will be enhanced so that their labels and captions are also available in Dutch.
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2. High Level Architecture
Figure 1 below provides an overview of the data flow between the involved applications in the solution.

Dynamics 365
Business Central

Figure 1 - AppXite High Level Architecture

AppXite Commerce Platform captures all the data that serves as the foundation for invoicing resellers
and customers and stores this in the AppXite Commerce Platform Data Warehouse.
Logic Apps will periodically retrieve new and updated Customers, Vendors and SKUs from AppXite
Commerce Platform and insert or update the same entities in BC. An on-boarding process is in place for
these entities i.e. when a new Customer, Vendor or SKU is created in BC a user must log in to populate
any additionally required information.
Logic Apps will also periodically retrieve new invoice data from AppXite Commerce Platform and transfer
to BC. As invoice data is received in BC, it will create and post invoices, generate invoice files and
distribute the files via email to the customers. Invoice data from AppXite Commerce Platform is
considered final i.e. updates to invoices in AppXite Commerce Platform will not be transferred to BC.
The billing data will initially be stored in staging tables. In order to avoid bottlenecks and speed up the
import process, no validation will be undertaken during the import process. Validation will take place
after the import process completes. This makes it necessary that the data pushed into NAV is prevalidated. In this approach it becomes critical that all master data already exists in NAV before the
billing run initiates.
Multiple companies will be configured in BC (not depicted in Figure 1). One company represents Your
company and supports invoicing of Tier-1 and Tier-2 resellers. Additional companies can be created with
each company representing a White Label Reseller supporting invoicing of the end customers on behalf
of the reseller. White Label Reseller companies can be configured differently to reflect the level of
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services the WLR has signed up for i.e. the features are available for the WLR. This could be invoicing the
WLR’s customer, accepting payments, charging interests, etc. on behalf of the WLR.
Only resellers are synchronized over to Your company. If Your company starts selling to end customers
directly it is assumed a separate BC company will be configured like white label reseller companies, both
in AppXite Commerce Platform and BC.
Currently, Vendors are only synchronized over to the AppXite BC company from AppXite Commerce
Platform i.e. Vendors are not synchronized over to WLR companies.
All SKUs are currently synchronized over to all BC companies. In the future, if WLRs are allowed to log
into the WLR BC company, this can be changed so that only the SKUs sold by the WLR are synchronized
over the specific WLR company.
As part of the on-boarding process of white label resellers, Logic Apps must be configured to indicate
which BC company in which SaaS environment data from AppXite Commerce Platform should be
distributed to.
Generated invoice files are made available to AppXite Commerce Platform by Logic Apps. The invoice
process in BC will store the distributed invoice files in a table, and Logic Apps will subsequently move
these to Azure Blob Storage. At the same time a reference to the file is stored in the AppXite Commerce
Platform Data Warehouse, allowing AppXite Commerce Platform to retrieve the invoice file directly from
the Azure Blob Storage when resellers and customers request these via the AppXite Commerce Platform
web site.
Payments from resellers are imported into BC via Bank Statements in ISO 20022 format. The payments
are settled against invoices based on the invoice reference number. If the Bank Statement for Your
company contains end customer payments for WLRs, it is currently a manual process to re-allocate
those payments to the appropriate WLR BC Company. The invoice reference number should have a
prefix indicating which BC Company the payment belongs to.
Customer and Vendor balances are transferred periodically from BC to the AppXite Commerce Platform
Data Warehouse. Similarly, transactions like Invoices, Credit Memos, Payments and Interest Charges are
transferred periodically as well. This enables AppXite Commerce Platform displaying both the balance as
well as all the transactions that makes up the balance. There is currently no separate interface to
transfer tax amount i.e. the amounts are included in the total amounts being transferred.
BC furthermore supports sending out Invoice Reminders and AR Statements to resellers and customers
via email.
Standard out-of-the-box BC features are available to Your company and WLRs as well.
Interfaces in BC are exposed via OData v4 web services using JSON format. These interfaces will enable
BC to receive data. Same interfaces will allow retrieval of data from NAV. All interfaces exposed by BC
acts as listeners, whether data is pushed into or pulled through them.
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3. Information Originating from AppXite Commerce Platform
3.1

Customers

Customers are going to be managed by AppXite Commerce Platform. When a customer entity is
activated, its master data can be pushed to NAV using the interface for customers. It will update the
Customer table in NAV. A custom field will keep track of the customer ID from AppXite Commerce
Platform.
This interface will enable not only the creation of new records but also to push through any changes to
customer master data.
Once a customer entity has been migrated to NAV it will not be ready to be used in sales documents. It
needs to go through a process of on-boarding. This process includes adding various pieces of
information required to enable posting of documents like different posting groups.
The on-boarding process also includes assigning of reminder and finance charge codes that will
determine when and how frequently a customer will be reminded to pay. If they do not pay on time
then finance charge codes will play their role to determine when and how much interest to charge on
outstanding balances.
During the process of on-boarding payment terms will also be assigned to customers.

3.2

Vendors

In general, vendors will be created in AppXite Commerce Platform. When a vendor entity is activated,
its master data can be pushed to NAV using the interface for vendors. It will update the Vendor table in
NAV. A custom field will keep track of the vendor ID from AppXite Commerce Platform.
This interface will enable not only the creation of new records but also to push through any changes to
vendor master data.
Some vendors will be created in NAV. It is not necessary that all vendors in NAV should be reflected in
AppXite Commerce Platform. However, it will be very easy to determine which vendors do not have a
corresponding entity in AppXite Commerce Platform using the ReThink ID field.
Like customers, vendors too will have to go through the process of on-boarding. However, this process
is simpler for vendors. It includes assignment of posting groups and terms of payment.

3.3

Resellers

Since resellers will be invoiced for services provided, they will be reflected in NAV as a customer.
Customer interface will be used to move and modify data related to resellers. They too will have to go
through the on-boarding process as described in the section for customers.

3.4

Resources/SKU

All SKU’s will be managed in AppXite Commerce Platform. NAV resources correspond to SKU’s in
AppXite Commerce Platform.
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SKU’s will be moved to NAV using a custom interface developed specifically for this purpose. This
interface will take care of creating new resources. If a resource already exists but has been updated in
AppXite Commerce Platform it will be updated in NAV too using the same interface. A field in NAV,
ReThink ID, will enable Logic Apps to determine which resource needs to be updated.
Once a SKU has been created in NAV as a resource it cannot be used until it has been through the
process of on-boarding. In the case of a resource, on-boarding will include assigning various posting
groups and the unit of measure to the resource.

3.5

Exchange Rates

Each transaction from AppXite Commerce Platform will carry the exchange rate for the transaction.
This eliminates the need for exchange rates for these transactions.
Exchange rates are also required for period end revaluation of balances in bank accounts and the open
transactions for customers and vendors. This exchange rate will be obtained from Your company office
and NAV will be updated manually.

3.6

Currency Codes

AppXite Commerce Platform maintains its own currency codes for different currencies. These codes do
not change once created and new codes are rarely required. It was decided that codes from AppXite
Commerce Platform will be manually imported in NAV. Any subsequent changes to these codes in
AppXite Commerce Platform will also be monitored and reflected in NAV by users.

3.7

Billing Data

This interface will be used to push billing information from AppXite Commerce Platform to NAV. This
information will form the basis for creating sales invoices which will be sent out to the customers after
the end of their specific billing cycle. Billing cycles of different customers are unlikely to be co-terminus.
Hence, the processing of billing will be carried out through out each month.
This information will initially be stored in staging tables.
In order to avoid bottlenecks and speed up the import process, no validation will be undertaken during
the import process. Validation will take place after the import process completes.
This makes it absolutely necessary that the data pushed into NAV is pre-validated. In this approach it
becomes critical that all master data already exists in NAV before the billing run initiates.

4. Information from Other Sources
4.1

Electronic Bank Statements

Bank transactions, including amounts received from customers, will be imported in NAV using an import
routine. Your company, in conjunction with their bank, needs to finalize ISO 20022 compliant format to
manage the import of the electronic bank statements. A custom routine will be used to enhance the
existing import routine.
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These bank statements will be imported from the bank reconciliation screen. The custom routine will
parse the description to see if any existing, unpaid customer invoices are included. If any is found, the
amount will be offset against it. Unmatched amounts will be posted to a Reseller Liability Account
which will be managed manually.

5. Information Generated in NAV
5.1

Customer Transactions

AppXite Commerce Platform will enable customers to view their transaction history and status of their
invoices. This makes it necessary that transactions originating in NAV are also reflected in AppXite
Commerce Platform in a timely manner.
NAV will record different types of transactions that customers would be interested in. Although AppXite
Commerce Platform has all the original billing information sales documents form NAV will have VAT
included in their totals. This element, VAT, is missing in AppXite Commerce Platform. On top of sales
documents NAV will record payments from customers and interest charged on overdue balances.
All those transactions that affect the balance of customers will be exposed using a single interface which
makes the integration simple and efficient.
It will include:
 Payments
 Tax inclusive Sales Invoice and Credit Memos
 Interest on Overdue Balances
This interface will allow AppXite Commerce Platform to obtain the status of a sales document. AppXite
has suggested following three which will be accommodated via this interface:
 Processed: when invoice is sent out.
 Paid: when invoice has been paid.
 Overdue: when invoice hasn’t been paid past the due date.
Current balance of an invoice will be exposed through this interface. It will show the net amount after
any full or partial payment has been applied to it.

5.2

Customer and Vendor Balances

An interface will enable AppXite Commerce Platform to query NAV for the outstanding balances of
vendors and customers. Logic Apps will bridge the communication gap. Whenever the balance of a
customer or vendor will change values in this interface will be updated along with time stamp. This will
enable Logic Apps to pick only delta data.

5.3

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)

NAV provides the ability to export EFT files to make payments to vendors. However, the format of the
file generated by NAV does not fully comply with the requirements of client’s bank.
Existing NAV functionality will be modified and enhanced to prepare files that comply with ISO 20022
standards which has been implemented by client’s bank.
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5.4

Emails

5.5

Invoices

NAV will be responsible for emailing invoices to customers. There might be times when customers may
request another copy of the invoice. To cater for such an eventuality, a copy of the invoice will be saved
in a custom table in NAV in PDF format. Logic Apps will copy this file in Azure BLOB Storage and then
remove the file from NAV. Subsequently, whenever a customer requests a copy of an invoice via the
web interface of AppXite Commerce Platform, it will retrieve the file from the storage and render to the
customer.

5.6

Invoice Due Reminders to Customers

If customer invoices are past due date, NAV will send reminder emails at pre-defined intervals. These
emails will include list of all outstanding transactions.

5.6.1

Finance Charge Memos

Whenever customers exceed the granted period for payments to clear invoices NAV will charge interest
on overdue balances. The details of these charges will also be emailed to customers.

6. Setups and User Guide:
6.1

SMTP

Following setup needs to be completed by users in order to send out emails.

6.2

Deferral Templates

Deferral templates will be used to spread revenue that spans more than a month. Which deferral
template to use in a particular sales line will depend on the number of days over which the revenue
needs to be spread. This is a custom modification.
From Sales & Receivables Setup > Navigate click on 1.
1 Launches the page to manage the ranges of days and the associated deferral template.
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1

In the following screen:
1 Allows to create a new Template
2 & 3 Day From and Day To determine the range of days which will be determined from the related sales
line.
4 This is a description to assist users
5 This is the code of the deferral template that will be used in the sales lines

1
2

3

4

5

If the system cannot find a relevant deferral template for a sales line that document will not be posted.
On Sales & Receivables Set following text box has been created. This should be populated with the
email address to which a simple email will be sent that sales document(s) may be stuck due to missing
deferral template.
In this case user will have to manually determine a template and assign it. If one doesn’t exist, then the
user will have to create one, update the above table, assign it to the document(s) and then post them.
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6.3

On-Boarding Process

6.3.1

Customers

Customers will have to go through on boarding process in reseller companies from the very first round
of data update from AppXite Commerce Platform.

Above screenshot is that of a customer card. Users will have to provide the three pieces of information
for customers in reseller companies.
Same applies for the following information:

1 Payment Terms determine the due date.
2 Reminder Terms will determine the rules used when reminders are sent to customers for outstanding
amounts.
3 Fin. Charge Terms will determine the rules used when and how much interest should be charged for
overdue invoices.
4 Cash Flow Payment Terms assist in preparing cash flow forecasts.
Each end customer in reseller companies will require 1, 2 and 3. These companies will not require 4.
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Once the process of on boarding is complete following check mark must be removed. If it is not
removed it will be listed as an error during billing data validation. This is necessary to avoid errors of
processing, for instance those resulting from missing posting groups. They can stop the entire posting
process and must be avoided.

6.3.2

Vendors

Vendors will not be imported in reseller companies.
Following on boarding will only be required in Your company.
Following is a screenshot of a vendor card. All three elements in the following screen assist in different
types of postings.

All vendors created from the vendor interface will need to be updated with the posting groups indicated
above and 1 and 2 from below.

Once the process of on boarding is complete following check mark must be removed. If it is not
removed it will be listed as an error during billing data validation. This is necessary to avoid errors of
processing, for instance those resulting from missing posting groups. They can stop the entire posting
process and must be avoided.

6.3.3

Resources

All resource master data in Your company as well as reseller companies will be acquired from AppXite
Commerce Platform. Hence, they will always have to go through on boarding.
Following is a screenshot of a resource card.
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All three pieces of information assist in postings.
Once the process of on boarding is complete following check mark must be removed. If it is not
removed it will be listed as an error during billing data validation. This is necessary to avoid errors of
processing, for instance those resulting from missing posting groups. They can stop the entire posting
process and must be avoided.

6.3.4

On-Boarding Status Report

A report has been developed to assist with the process of on boarding. Same report works with
customers, vendors and resources.
It provides a list of those entities that require on boarding.
From Sales & Receivables Setup > Navigate click on 1.

1

From the following screen select the entity type by clicking on 1
Click on 2 to either print or preview the result
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1

2

Following is how the report appears.
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7. Job Queue
A number of processes that will be managed using job queue in NAV. At the moment following
processes will be managed using this mechanism. These jobs will have to be created with the names
provided by the users.
 Creation of sales documents from AppXite Commerce Platform billing data
 Posting of the above documents
 Creating and posting reminders and finance charges
 Emailing various documents to customers
Job for these tasks will be defined in the template company so that all subsequent companies created
from it will inherit them. However, these jobs will be made inactive in the template company. When a
new company is created based on the template company the users will have to activate the job and
define the schedule for these jobs.
It is important that the users are mindful of the fact that multiple jobs running concurrently can put
stress on the system. Therefore, these jobs should be scheduled in a way that they don't run
simultaneously.
Type job queue in the search box.
1 Provides a list of jobs
2 Provides buttons to control them
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Clicking Edit, 3 on the above screen, provides more options for any job.
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As highlighted in the above screen, users can control when and how frequently a job will run.

8. Email History
Each email sent to customers is logged whether it is for invoice, credit memo, reminder or finance
charge. This is a local log and does confirm the delivery of email. This log is only a record of the sent
emails. If an email is not delivered a notification should be received by the email address used as the
sender in NAV SMTP configuration.
Sales & Receivables Setup > Navigate and click on 1:

1
This will show a log of all batches of emails sent.

2
1

1 Lists all batches of emails sent. It indicates the type of documents sent in the email batch, when the
process started and when it ended.
2 Enables users to see which specific documents were sent in the batch.
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1 Above lists individual documents for which emails were sent.
Over time data will accumulate and may not remain useful. However, this data cannot be deleted from
these pages.

9. AppXite Commerce Platform Billing Data
Billing data received from AppXite Commerce Platform will be saved in staging tables. This data will not
be editable from NAV. However, users can view the data.
From Sales & Receivables Setup > Navigate click on 1.

1

Top part of the next screen shows the following buttons.
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3
1

2

While bottom part of the screen displays the header lines.

1 Shows the lines for the header record
2 Shows the header and lines in a document format as follows:

3 Shows all errors for the header and its lines as follows:
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None of the above data can be changed or deleted.
Over time data will continue to accumulate and may eventually slow down the system. Users can delete
billing data which is over two years old. If the data is less than two years old it cannot be deleted; user
will get an error message if such an attempt is made.
Your company will have a sales invoice format which displays a lot of data from the Billing information
from AppXite Commerce Platform. To make the system efficient and prevent a lot of data duplication
this data is not posted. Instead, this billing data will be referenced by the invoice from these staging
tables. If data is deleted after two years related invoices will be not be generated by the system.
Instead user will get an error message. However, copies of these invoices will be available from Azure
BLOB Storage.
Billing history can be removed from the by clicking on 1 below.

1

10.

Manual Data From AppXite Commerce Platform

In order to keep AppXite Commerce Platform and NAV consistent some master data is expected from
the former. The types of data are listed below.
 Currency
 Country
 Language
However, no interface is required due to the infrequent updates required.
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This data has already been incorporated in the test company. From there it will be migrated to the
Template Company and AppXite Company. Whenever there is addition or changes to this data there will
have to be a manual exercise to update all the companies.

11.

Bank Reconciliation

When bank statements are imported in a bank reconciliation there are likely to be customer payments
that need to be applied to their corresponding invoices. This process is initiated by clicking 1 on the
following screen:

On the above screen 2 represents the transactions that have been imported using a bank statement
import.
After clicking on 1 following screen will appear:
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It is important to select the template and batch shown in the above screen.
This will ensure that the document number provided by the system is in accordance to the format
requested by Your company as follows:
PAY18000001
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